
UUWomenspirit Spring 2023 RETREAT 
THE MOUNTAIN RETREAT AND LEARNING CENTER, HIGHLANDS, N.C. 

Weekday INSTITUTE: May 17th – 19TH •  Weekend GATHERING: May 19TH – 21st 

Birthing the New DawnBirthing the New Dawn



All women, 
eighteen years of 
age and older, are 
invited to attended 
the 2023 Spring 
Institute and 
Gathering at The 

Mountain Retreat and Learning Center in 
Highlands, North Carolina. 

Sponsored by UUWomenspirit, events are 
open to all interested women. We encourage 
and affirm diversity. 

The purpose of UUWomenspirit is to create, 
conduct, and support activities that encourage 
and empower women to explore their religious 
and spiritual origins, experiences, and beliefs. 
Pursuing, nurturing, and affirming creativity 
and diversity are major emphases. 

There is a strong commitment to developing 
the use of consensus as the model for 
all decision making. All the work of 
UUWomenspirit is done by volunteers; there 
are no paid positions. All women are welcome 
at UUWomenspirit, regardless of sex assigned 
at birth. 

Two programs are offered: The Weekday 
Institute and the Weekend Gathering. The 
Weekday Institute takes place on Wednesday 
afternoon through Friday morning, and gives 
women an intimate and intensive environment 
in which to explore life’s journeys, joys, and 
experiences. The Weekend Gathering begins 
Friday afternoon and continues through 
Sunday morning, and offers opportunities for 
bonding through workshops and social events. 
You can attend Institute, Gathering, or both. 

Please note The Mountain accommodations 
are rustic and do not have air conditioning. 
However, indoor plumbing and electricity are 
in all buildings. 

Scan our QR code 
to be directed to the 
UUWomenspirit website 

About UU Womenspirit 

Birthing a New Dawn

The Mayan elders say it is time for ancient indigenous wisdom 
to be shared with the world to help birth the New Era, a 
new Great Cycle that is a balance of Divine female and male 
energies. They say we must be the “midwives” who will help 
with this Awakening.

We call this Spring UUWomenspirit “Mayan Wisdom for 
Birthing the New Dawn” because we will follow the sacred 
Mayan calendar days, beginning on the Day KAWOQ, the 
Midwife, and ending with AQ’AB’AL, The Dawn.  Each 
worship service will honor these days in sequence, through 
invocation, prayer, song, dance and inner journeying.  

We will walk together what the Maya call the Sacred Road, 
The Sac Be, by learning about and honoring the days KAWOQ, 
AJPU, IMOX, IQ, and AQ’AB’AL. KAWOQ is the midwife that 
births AJPU, the Spiritual Warrior within us, and through our 
dreams and ideas (IMOX) we align our voices (IQ)to bring in 
AQ’AB’AL, the Dawn of New Consciousness.

Our hope is that by sharing this ancient wisdom we can 
strengthen our commitment to the growth of an expanded 
conscious in the world. Our vision is that by honoring the 
wisdom of the indigenous cultures of this land we live on, 
coming together in Mayan Sacred time, we can better be in 
right relationship with Mother Earth, the Divine, ourselves,  
and each other.

the corn goddess

Corn our bodies; 
Tender shoots our children, 

Tassels our teens; 
Ears our mothers, our sisters;

Elders our seeds.
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INSTITUTE TRACKS Mayan Wisdom
for Birthing the New Dawn

Institute tracks begin on Wednesday evening, continue through Thursday, and end on Friday morning.  
In-depth tracks allow us to journey more deeply into the soul of each session topic.

Marilyn Grubbs 
Farrunnissa Rosa
Max Class Size: 15
Cost: $10
used to cover handouts and supplies
Bring: Journal; writing materials;  
pillow and blanket or yoga mat; 
possibly art materials

Using the framework of Nonviolent Communication 
(NVC), we will explore how to increase our 
awareness of the values and needs of all people, 
and incorporate that awareness within this and 
other frameworks of belief and practice. We will 
incorporate the Nawales for each day of our track 
as one aspect of indigenous wisdom. We will also 
bring in teachings and exercises from the book 
Decolonizing NVC, as well as other embodiment 
activities such as art, movement, journaling, group 
sharing, and guided meditation.

Farrunnissa and Marilyn are co-founders and 
members of Jewelsong, an eclectic women’s 
vocal ensemble sharing the joy of music through 
inspirational songs from many different spiritual 
traditions and through their original songs. 

They have been focusing a monthly Compassionate 
Connection gathering for NVC students and 
beginners since 2017, and in 2019 co-founded 
a monthly NVC group for experienced NVC 
practitioners. They have both been presenters 
at UUWomenspirit a number of times in Institute 
tracks, workshops, and in worship services.

Marilyn L. Grubbs, MA, is a Licensed Clinical 
Mental Health Counselor with an established 
practice in the Triangle. She has been an 
NVC practitioner for more than 15 years, and 
incorporates NVC awareness into her professional 
work as well as her personal life. She is a lifelong 
singer, musician, and artist, and a long-term 
participant in the Dances of Universal Peace, all 
of which are essential components of her spiritual 
practice.

Farrunnissa Rosa, BA, is an Ordained Interfaith 
Minister and an active candidate for CNVC Certified 
Trainer. Through her practices of the Sufi Path 
of Heart, the Dances of Universal Peace, frame 
drumming as a wisdom-journey, and as co-founder 
of Eno River CUUPS (Covenant of Unitarian 
Universalist PaganS), she is devoted to a number of 
different expressions of body-based, heart-based 
spirituality.

Suggested reading: Books valuable to read/review:

Nonviolent Communication: A Language of Life  
by Marshall Rosenberg

For those new to NVC, suggest viewing these videos 
available on Youtube beforehand:

The Basics of Nonviolent Communication 1.1  
by Marshall Rosenberg (9:00 min.)

The Basics of Nonviolent Communication 1.2  
by Marshall Rosenberg (9:10 min.) 
Nonviolent Communication: An Animated 
Summary (5:22 min.)

Transforming Our Values: Decolonizing Through  
Indigenous Wisdom and Non Violent Communication



Beth Butterfield
Max Class Size: 20
Cost: N/A

The goal of this track is to provide a sacred space for you, outside of daily life, 
in retreat on The Mountain, to RECONNECT. Take this time to delve into self-
exploration, to ask yourself how are you doing, and what is your next step in 
growth? Using guided meditation, music, gentle movement, creative outlets, and 
sharing with others, we will move progressively through each of the seven main 
chakras in order to do some soul-level spring cleaning. All levels of experience 
are welcome. There will be some introductory info for anyone new to working with 
the chakras, but recognizing that many of you are already very deep into your own 
personal practice with the chakras, the emphasis will be on creating experiences 
in sacred and supported space to allow you to open to deeper self-exploration.

There will be a little bit of teaching here and there for beginners, but the main 
emphasis will be experiential, with guided meditation, music, movement, creative 
outlets, and sharing with others.

Biographical information

Beth has been working with the chakras in her own personal practice for almost 
30 years. Beginning in the early 90s, attending more than 10 retreats at Orbis 
Farm focused on kundalini meditation and the chakras. Her primary teacher/
mentor is Genevieve Paulson (author of several books on the chakras).

This will be her third UUWomenspirit event. She is a philosophy professor, a 
regular child and adult Religious Education teacher at her local UU, and a devoted 
tree-hugger.

Supplies to bring from home:

We will be spending a lot of time in guided meditation.

It is recommended to bring a journal or notebook and pen for making notes about 
what comes up for you during meditation.

If you are comfortable being on the floor during meditation, please bring whatever 
you think would help you to feel comfy and relaxed, i.e. a yoga mat or other floor 
pad, a blanket, pillows, etc. If you have one, you may wish to bring one of those 
collapsible floor chairs with back support often used for floor meditation.

But no worries,  this session aims to be accessible to all, and you can always stay 
in a regular chair if that is more comfortable than the floor, or move back and forth 
as often as you want. You do you!

You may want to bring an eye cover if that would be helpful for you.

Chakra Spring Cleaning

INSTITUTE TRACKS Mayan Wisdom
for Birthing the New Dawn

Institute tracks begin on Wednesday evening, continue through Thursday, and end on Friday morning.  
In-depth tracks allow us to journey more deeply into the soul of each session topic.



Peggy Moore
Max Class Size: 20
Cost: $5.00

We are at the dawning of a new era.  Are you one of those sent to planet 
Earth today to help usher in the new vibration?  Mayans and other indigenous 
people always knew this time would come.  Join me as we explore our role in 
this transition and how we can support the next generation. 

We’ll look at the past when people lived in the era of matriarchy and how it 
changed when we transitioned to patriarchy. We’ll delve into ways patriarchy 
unconsciously impacts our behavior today.  Even our ancient stories are told 
differently from the patriarchy viewpoint. Let’s weave our ancestral heritage 
into our lives today, step out of patriarchy’s influence, and talk about why we 
are here, alive today. It’s time to remember who we are. 

Class will include lecture with slideshow. Class discussions.  
Hands-on craft project.

Previously having presented track and a workshop at UUWomenSpirit, Peggy 
Moore has spent many years teaching spiritual and growth-provoking classes 
and workshops--online and in face-to-face settings.

The focus will be about helping people “remember who they are”--who they 
truly are and why we are here on earth at this specific time of awakening of 
which the Mayans speak.

Biographical information 

For many years Peggy Reeder Moore has listened to the voice within and 
followed the guidance to unusual and amazing paths along her spiritual 
journey.  She sought ancient wisdom through metaphysics, meditation, 
and indigenous spiritual practices including studies with an Irish medicine 
woman and an Egyptian Sufi mystic. Her heart’s calling has taken her on 
spiritual journeys to mounds, standing stones, temples, and sacred sites in 
several countries. Personal pilgrimages as well as leading formal tours have 
informed and expanded her life-long energy work of holding space for the 
healing of people, Mother Earth and her beings and is a certified practitioner 
of Timeline Healing. Peggy leads ceremony for the Eightfold Celtic Holy Days 
and moon ceremonies. 

Bring an item to add to our group altar.

From Matriarchy to Patriarchy to Balance, “Remember  Who You Are”

INSTITUTE TRACKS Mayan Wisdom
for Birthing the New Dawn

Institute tracks begin on Wednesday evening, continue through Thursday, and end on Friday morning.  
In-depth tracks allow us to journey more deeply into the soul of each session topic.



Jane Norton
Max Class Size: 10
Cost: N/A

Using art, visualization and energy 
psychology you will be guided through 
the V.I.B.E.S. manifestation process to 
envision a New Dawn and your part in 
co-creating it. We will  learn a framework and tools 
for helping you set intentions, identify and clear any 
limiting beliefs, raise your energy and clarify and 
commit to next steps. These tools can apply to other 
areas of your life. 

Jane has 25 years experience designing and 
delivering programs on creativity, team building, 
leadership development and sustainability. She 
facilitated an Institute track a few years ago at 
UUWomenspirit. She teaches the tools introduced in 
this workshop in online retreats and programs.

Biographical information

Jane Norton is a regenerative life coach who 
loves empowering women with tools to activate 
their purpose and clear blocks holding them back 
from making their contribution. Jane is certified 
in EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques), TTT 
(Trauma Tapping Technique), Sparketypes and 
The Emotion Code. Being the mother of two 

daughters and grandmother of six motivates her to 
do her part to redirect human intention and energy 
towards manifesting a 
positive future for all.

WEEKEND WORKSHOPS Mayan Wisdom
for Birthing the New Dawn

Susan Baylies
Max Class Size: 20
Cost: $2.00

The Awakening Dreamer course begins by 
assessing the environmental devastation that humans have caused, and yet 
also reveals a path of hope and inspiration for how we can all be a part of a new 
dawn for our planet.

Susan, inspired by this message, took the training for hosting Awakening the 
Dreamer, becoming a facilitator. 

This program helps people find their role in creating an environmentally 
sustainable, spiritually fulfilling, socially just human presence on this planet. In a 
nutshell, this course moves people to enter this new dawn of possibility, of co-
creating a future where there can be harmony and balance for all living beings 
on this planet we share. As we awaken we can better understand how ancient 
societies on our planet such as the Maya, were more connected to the natural world than we are today. 

Biographical information 

Susan Baylies has been a pagan all of her adult life, with a focus on goddess inspiration. She is co-leader of 
the CUUPS (Covenant of UU Pagans) chapter at ERUUF.  She is a self employed artist, making t-shirts and 
lunar products available at SnakeandSnake.com, and has created a second business, Pathway to English.

Supplies to bring from home: a journal, or a way of writing digitally if that is your preference. 

Awakening the Dreamer

Raise Your Vibration for Manifestation of the New Dawn



WEEKEND WORKSHOPS Mayan Wisdom
for Birthing the New Dawn

Sherri Philpott

Max Class Size: 10

Cost: N/A

This workshop embraces the Amherst Writers and Artists (AWA) format and 
philosophy.  Each participant is recognized as a writer with a unique voice.  
The facilitator offers the group writing prompts, participants write for a specific 
amount of time and then share their writing.  Group feedback focuses only on 
what is strong, memorable and working in the piece shared. Participants have 
the option to choose an alternate prompt if the one offered does not appeal.  
Prompts will be drawn from poetry dedicated to the Guatemalan goddess 
Ix Chel and fire themes as they relate to indigenous Mayan ritual.  The AWA 
method requires deep listening and the ability to enter the writer’s world.   
Participants will receive group guidelines prior to meeting to be reviewed at the 
start of the workshop.

Sherri is a licensed clinical social worker with a lifelong interest in writing receiving  training in journal 
facilitation through Kay Adams’ Center for Therapeutic Writing in 2009.  Several years later, Sherri 
was introduced to the AWA method and regularly attended workshops.  During the COVID pandemic,  
Sherri reconnected with another facilitator, writing with a monthly group ever since.  Also during the 
pandemic, she joined a weekly UU poetry discussion group and now co-facilitates.  In June 2022, 
Sherri completed a 40 hour training with the Amherst Writers and Artists to be a workshop leader, now 
leading a group of folks from the training group in a monthly workshop. Sherri begins teaching a class at 
Frederick Community College in Frederick, MD in March. 

Biographical Information

When I attended my first UUWomenspirit event in 2013, I had a major Come to Goddess� moment, 
although she and I were already well acquainted.  I found my women!   Originally from the Washington, 
DC area (Northern Virginia), I have lived in the Eastern Panhandle of West Virginia for 21 years.  I have 
been married to my husband for 22 years and we have a daughter, Megan, a sophomore in college in 
PA  I have a small private psychotherapy practice and an embryo of a writing workshop business.  And 
I plan to spend the rest of my time on earth doing more personal writing, constantly inspired by nature, 
human behavior, and four goofball cats.

Suggested reading: Writing Alone and With Others by Pat Schneider (only if you have time and are truly 
inspired), familiarize yourself with workshop guidelines.

Supplies to bring from home: A journal and something to write with.  A laptop is ok, too.

Finding Inspiration from Mayan Goddess Lore:  
A Writing Workshop



WEEKEND WORKSHOPS Mayan Wisdom
for Birthing the New Dawn

Elizabeth Dequine 

Max Class Size: 40

Cost: N/A

This workshop will offer a chance to participate in Dances of Universal Peace which were created 
in Guatemala in collaboration with Mayan spiritual guides, 
teachers and children.  Many of the songs and dances honor 
the divine feminine in the Mayan world Ixchel, Ixmukane, 
Madre Lago Atitlan, Madre Naturaleza.  I will share about 
how these songs were co-created with the Mayan people 
and how they are being used in sacred ceremony and in the 
schools in Guatemala. 

The Dances of Universal Peace are simple, meditative, 
joyous, multi-cultural circle dances that use sacred phrases, 
chants, music and movements from the many spiritual 
traditions of the earth to touch the spiritual essence within 
ourselves and recognize it in others. Building on the work 
begun by Samuel L. Lewis in the 1960s, they promote 
peace and integration within individuals and understanding 
and connection within groups worldwide. There are no 
performers nor audience: new arrivals and old hands form 
the circle as everyone sings and dances together.

I presented this work at the 2019 Parliament of World 
Religions in Toronto and at Dances of Universal Peace (DUP) 
gatherings.  I also led 8 pilgrimages for DUP participants to 
travel to Guatemala and learn about Mayan Spirituality.

Biographical information:

Elizabeth is a certified leader and mentor with Dances of 
Universal Peace International.  She lives part time each 
year in Guatemala and Mexico and has a deep interest in 
the wisdom of the indigenous peoples of Central and South 
America. Her current focus is on co-creation of sacred 
music and dance and in bringing together people from 
North, Central and South America to share music and dance 
together.

 Mayan Wisdom in Dances of Universal Peace



Annelinde Metzner
Max Class Size: 30

Cost: $5.00

The Mayan symbol for the Saturday of this workshop, “Iq” - the Wind, Sacred Breath,  is the 
inspiration for a song circle. Songs are chosen from Annelinde’s women’s choir, Sahara Peace 
Choir, and features sky, air, breath, inspiration and renewal. We will sit in a circle with alto, 
middle and soprano parts, learning the songs in a fun, relaxed, un-pressured way.  Some 
songs in unison, rounds, movement and instruments will add to the fun. Any level of singing 
experience is welcome.

Biographical Information

Annelinde founded two women’s choirs in the Asheville area, Womansong and Sahara Peace 
Choir, and currently directs Sahara and a UU choir in Black Mountain, where she lives. The 
choirs sing for many benefits, including ones for the nonprofit, New Start Fund, which she 
founded in 1988, giving monetary help to women bettering their lives. She has incorporated 
singing in workshops and rituals for the past 35 years.

WEEKEND WORKSHOPS Mayan Wisdom
for Birthing the New Dawn

Songs of Wind and Sky

Reclaim Your Sacred Sexual Vitality
Debbie Meitz MD
Max Class Size: 30
Cost: N/A

I will be guiding the women into the ancient and timeless experience of our own source of life force energy, our 
sacred sexuality. This energy can be the fuel for healing and wholeness on the physical, emotional, mental and 
spiritual level for health, vitality, longevity, and spiritual consciousness.

I am a retired medical doctor with many years of experience in womens’ 
health, education and counseling women and families. I have been 
teaching sacred sexuality and sexual healing and empowerment in group 
and individual settings for the past several years to groups of over 100 
people in person and in extended year long virtual group courses.

Biographical information

Debora D Meitz, MD, practiced Women’s health and alternative medicine 
as a Family Physician. She has also studied meditation, Taoist Feminine 
Treasures, spirituality, sacred sexuality and tantra for many years with 
teachers from around the world.

Debora earned her medical degree at the University of Miami School 
of Medicine. After practicing medicine in Key West for many years, she 
relocated to the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains and 
currently lives in Asheville, NC.

Suggested Reading:  
Womens’ Anatomy of Arousal by Sheri Winston 
RN,CRNM

Tao Tantric Arts for Women by Minke de Vos

Supplies to bring from home: Optional: bring a 
yoga mat or blanket



WEEKEND WORKSHOPS Mayan Wisdom
for Birthing the New Dawn

Alberita Johnson

Max Class Size: 25

Cost: N/A

 The winter solstice of December 21st of 2012 
marked a great shift of age. In fact it was a 
quantum leap from the 3rd dimension to the 5th 
dimension. Many believe according to Dharmanic 
Life that we have left behind the age of Pisces and 
the long night of individualism and entered the Age 
of Aquarius or Golden Age, with an awareness that 
everything is unity, separateness is an illusion. 

What happens when you mix Mayan Wisdom 
and the Age of Aquarius, add poetry and magic, 
a little rhythm and some percussion? You have 
Spoken Word, a form of succinct highs and lows 
shared during the reading/sharing of a poem. 
In this workshop we will participate in poetry 
drills, pointing towards new beginnings and write 
our own short poems to share with the power 
of rhythmic drumming of a heartbeat in Spoken 
Word format, which I call swing. A powerful, 
dramatic performance that utilizes as many of the 

senses as possible. Thus offering an experiential element of sharing and receiving.

Biographical information:

Alberita (Albie) Johnson is a published and award winning poet. She is a Lover of Poetry,  a Holistic 
Coach, Guide and Lay Minister. She has offered workshops such as: Poetry and Paganism, The 
Magic of Poetry, The Mystical Powers of Poetry, organized and participated in various Spoken Word 
and Poetry events - in SW Florida and nationwide hybrid poetry events. As a coach and minister, 
Albie offers Women’s Empowerment and Spiritual Growth workshops in groups, private sessions 
and retreats. As well as private Spiritual Coaching/Companionship and Soulful Solo Retreats. This 
wonderful workshop combines two of her favorites, Magic and Poetry.

Embracing the Age of Aquarius through Poetry and Spoken Word



 Bring your own creations or woman-centered 
items from your woman-owned business to sell in 

our Bazaar. Visit or contribute to the 
networking table. Bring cash 
or checks, since many vendors do not 
accept credit cards. To reserve a vendor 
spot in the Bazaar, fill out the Sales 

Agreement Form on the website.

One of the goals of UUWomenspirit is to pursue, 
nurture and affirm creativity.  We believe one way 
this goal can be achieved is by providing the 
space and opportunity for women to show and 
sell their arts, crafts and other items. 
If you are interested in selling your offerings at 
this event, please complete the online Sales 
Agreement located on the event page on our 
website.

B r i g i d ’ s  B a z a a r
Sacred  Sales!  Sacred Shopping!

Big Sister/Little Sister
If you would like to help a new sister 
feel welcome and at home at Wom-
enspirit, let us know on your regis-
tration form. 

Six Interactive Worship Services
Includes a Mayan Ceremony, sing-
ing, dancing, guided meditations and 
Mayan wisdom traditions.

Healing Circle
A time to give and receive healing 
from your sisters.

Labyrinth Walk
A divine experience in the forest, at 
the foot of The Mountain, available 
to walk in your personal time.

Membership Meeting

Held Friday afternoon with good info 
and great door prizes donated by our 
vendors.

Tea and Talk 
Gather late night with friends in the 
dining hall; tea and treats always 
available, as well as coloring books 
and games.

E V E N T  H I G H L I G H T S
Mayan Wisdom
for Birthing the New Dawn

Cabaret
Held Saturday night after worship. 
Join in the fun!
Show off your talents!

Drumming and Dancing
Held Saturday night after Cabaret. 
Bring drums, other instruments and 
your dancing feet for a free-form 
spirited celebration!

Silent Auction
Bring your gently used woman-cen-
tered objects for our Silent Auction 
to benefit the UUWomanspirit 
Scholarship Fund.

12-Step Meeting
Self facilitated, with space set aside 
during Social Hour.

Social Hour
We gather before dinner for refresh-
ment and hors d’oeuvres.

Sacred Circle Dancing
A treasured experience at UUWom-
enspirit, with dances a part of many 
worship services, and led by mem-
bers at various other times.

Chapel   

For this event, the Chapel is a sacred 

place for meditation and relaxation. 

Visit if you need a little quiet time to 

replenish your power.

Massage/Body Work

May be available for extra fee, if 

practitioners are attending.

Walk in Nature

Explore the beautiful trails on and 

adjacent to The Mountain.

Star Gazing

Climb to the top of the Tower for a 

spectacular view of the night sky.

Chaplain

Since our events are often deeply 

personal growth experiences, we 

have a Chaplain attending. She is a 

qualified professional from a spiri-

tual or counseling background. She 

is available for anyone who needs 

to process something unexpected or 

just to talk.



Sizes: small medium large XL 2XL 3XL

Body Length 28 29 30 31 32 33

Body Width 18 19.5 21 22.5 24.5 26.5

T-Shirt Sizes  & Price

Next Level Apparel  
Unisex Triblend  

3/4 Sleeve Raglan
50% polyester , 

25% combed ringspun cotton,  
25% rayon jersey

S, M, L, XL 2XL, 3XL

Merchandise  Deadline for Ordering: april  26, 2023 



REGISTRATION INFORMATION
R E G I S T E R  O N L I N E  A T :  W W W . U U W O M E N S P I R I T . O R G

REGISTRATION INFORMATION Register online 
at www.uuwomenspirit.org no later than April 26, 
2023. 

UUWomenspirit uses our own new online registra-
tion program. We do NOT have paper forms. There 
is a link on our website, along with detailed instruc-
tions to help in the process. 

Before you begin your online registra-
tion, PLEASE READ THESE PAGES 
CAREFULLY to avoid confusion or 
misunderstanding of policies and 
procedures. 

IMPORTANT: Make sure that you 
also read the instructions on the  
UUWomenspirit website.

Follow the registration link found 
there rather than any bookmarked links you may 
have.

Pay special attention to the  
EARLY BIRD CUTOFF DATE OF April 12, 2023. 

Register by this date to receive the Early Bird dis-
count. If you fail to register by the Early Bird cutoff 
date, you will be charged the regular rate. 

It is advisable to register as early as possible to 
ensure you receive your first choice of track/work-
shops. Some tracks/workshops can involve emo-
tional growth experiences which can be stressful. 
If you are in therapy, you may want to consult with 
your therapist before making your selection. 

Important Registration Dates

4/12/23 
Scholarship Application Deadline

Early Bird Deadline
______________________
Last Day to Register for the event 
Merchandise Ordering Deadline

4/26/23

HOW TO REGISTER: Go to www.
uuwomenspirit.org. You will see a link 
to instructions for UUWomenspirit 
online registration and a link to start 
your registration process. You might 
find it helpful, especially if you are new 

to the online registration, 
to print the step-by-step 
instructions on how to 
navigate the registration 
process. Be sure to 
register by the Early Bird 
deadline to receive the 
Early Bird discount. 

While you are registering, 
remember that members of 
UUWomenspirit will receive 

a discounted registration rate. Dues 
are $45 per calendar year (January 1 – 
December 31), and members can receive 
up to $80 off registration if coming to 
Institute and Gathering in both the spring 
and fall. For this event, the discount is 
$20 per program (Institute or Gathering) 
or $40 for both programs (Institute and 
Gathering). Please join UUWomenspirit 
and help to support and grow our unique 
and dynamic organization. As a current 
member, in addition to being able to 
attend our meaningful events at reduced 
cost, you will have an opportunity to use 
and strengthen your leadership skills, 
participate in the consensus process, 
and, best of all, connect with an amazing 
network of wonderful women. 

You must be a member at the time 
of registration to receive the member 
discounted rate. You can join at the 
beginning of the registration process. 
If you are unsure of your membership 
status, click the Check Membership 
button at the beginning of the registration 
process, or contact the Membership 
Coordinator, Judy Padgett, at  
membership@uuwomenspirit.org. 



FEE PAYMENT:
All UUWomenspirit and The Mountain fees are 
due with your registration. 

Payment can be charged to  
Visa, Mastercard, AmEx, or Discover. 

Your registration will not be complete until payment is received.  
Some tracks and workshops involve materials fees, which must be paid IN CASH 
during check-in at the event. Remember that you will not be assigned to housing or 
your track and workshop until your entire fee has been paid. 

If you are applying for a scholarship (deadline April 12th) or have earned credit,  
you will receive a code to enter during checkout. 

RATE FoR UUWoMENSpIRIT MEMbERS  INSTITUTE GATHERING INSTITUTE & GATHERING
by April 12 (Early bird Rate) $270 $270 $540
After April 12 (Regular Rate)  $290 $290 $580

RATE FoR non UUWoMENSpIRIT MEMbERS  INSTITUTE GATHERING INSTITUTE & GATHERING
by April 12 (Early bird Rate) $290 $290 $580
After April 12 (Regular Rate)  $310 $310 $620

NO REGISTRATIONS ACCEPTED AFTER  
APRIL 26, 2023

LODGING: Accommodations 
at The Mountain have a unique, 
rustic charm that is an integral 
part of our events. The Mountain 
fee for each program (Institute or 
Gathering) includes meals and 
lodging for two nights. One set of 
linens and towels per registrant is 
included. All rooms and cabins 
have twin beds and are double 
occupancy (or more for family 
cabins and bunkhouses). 

You may indicate a lodging pref-
erence during online registration. 
While we do our best to accom-
modate you, preferences are NOT 

guaranteed. Please be aware that 
your request for single housing or 
housing in a specific building (i.e., 
the Lodge) may not be honored 
because of a limited number 
of rooms available. If you have 
physical restrictions that need to 
be considered when lodging is as-
signed, you MUST clearly indicate 
these during online registration. 

Your lodging assignment will be 
made approximately one week 
prior to the beginning of the 
Institute. If you want to room 
with specific women, you MUST 
request each other. Please do 

NOT request a roommate without 
checking with her first. If you do 
not request a roommate, you will 
be assigned one. 

You can request a single occu-
pancy room for an additional 
fee during registration; however, 
the number of single occupancy 
rooms is limited and we cannot 
guarantee availability. Click the 
View Details About Lodging 
button during registration or visit 
The Mountain website at www.the-
mountainrlc.org and look under 
Accommodations for descriptions 
of the lodging choices. 



MOBILITY ISSUES / SPECIAL DIETARY NEEDS: Please 
consider The Mountain’s rocky terrain, altitude of 4,000 feet, 
and many forms of plant life when registering. Currently, we 
cannot provide mobility aids to assist in traversing between 
buildings on The Mountain. If you have mobility concerns 
or severe allergies, please contact the Registrar, registrar@
uuwomenspirit.org. Vegetarian choices are available for those 
who indicate such during online registration. If you have 
dietary needs not included on the registration form, please 
provide your own food. 

SCHOLARSHIPS: UUWomenspirit maintains a Scholarship 
Fund from which we provide scholarships to UUWomen-
spirit members who would otherwise be unable to attend. 
This partial scholarship covers a portion of the cost for the 
Gathering or the Institute and may be given for one program 
per 12-month period. Additionally, our Young Women’s 
Scholarship fund pays for all but the cost of the UUWomen-
spirit membership for first time attendees under 35 years old. 
You must be a UUWomenspirit member to apply for either 
scholarship. Click “Join” on the UUWomenspirit website for 
a convenient link to pay your membership dues. A link to the 
scholarship application form is available on the event page of 
the UUWomenspirit website. Depending on the availability 
of funds, additional information may be requested. The dead-
line to submit your scholarship request is April 12, 2023. 

For questions, contact registrar@uuwomenspirit.org. If you 
can afford to donate to this fund, please do so during online 
registration or at any time using the link on the UUWomen-
spirit website. (continued)

Ixcacao 
“Once upon a time, at the dawn of the 5th age of men, the goddess of chocolate, Ixcacao, arrived on Earth. Walking among 

men, she listened to their suffering, and provided them with food, abundance and wisdom. Women at that time were pillars 

of society: they cared for agriculture and the family. However, change soon came. The society became more complex, kings 

appeared, who together with the patriarchal elite took control of the society. They expelled Ixcacao from the field, and forced 

her to marry the god of trade, Ek Chuaha. Then cacao became money. Chocolate was forbidden to women and children, and 

it became the exclusive privilege of kings, warriors, and gods. Ordinary people became unhappy and hungry again. Ixcacao 

sympathized with their grief, especially with those who became human sacrifices to the sun god. She gave these victims 

chocolate for strength, on their way to the place of sacrifice, on a large mountain.

One year, as the ritual approached, she wondered if she could still watch so many human sacrifices. Then the goddess of love, 

Huitaca, appeared to her, offering her help in restoring human happiness. They made an alliance. Ixcacao thus taught all 

people to prepare a love potion of chocolate. Thus, cocoa brought people love, passion and lust. Soon the god Quetzalcoatl 

returned to the capital and, sacrificing his life, ended human sacrifices to the sun god (at least temporarily). Huitaca then, as 

a token of gratitude, showered Ixcacao with white flowers. Ixcacao has since become a goddess of fertility, love, and passion. 

People became satisfied again and did everything with love.”              Martina Hukavec Vlašić



BEFORE THE EVENT: You will receive an email confirmation letter containing your track and/or workshop 

assignments (with suggested materials and optional reading information) along with a map and directions to The 

Mountain, and a list of what to bring with you. When you check-in at The Mountain, you will receive a site map, 

housing assignment, schedule, etc. 

DURING THE EVENT: Throughout the event, all activities are optional. Please make choices that best meet your 

needs. If you find it necessary to skip a track session or workshop, please let the facilitator know. If you leave The 

Mountain to shop or hike, please let others, including The Mountain Staff, know where you are going and the 

time of your expected return. While the attendees at our retreats are all women, The Mountain has a handful of 

male staff members on hand to assist us during our retreats as needs arise. Their presence during our events is 

minimal and we are grateful for their support. 

The Mountain only allows smoking in one designated outdoor spot. There is NO SMOKING in any of the build-

ings. 

NO pets or children are allowed at UUWomenspirit. The Mountain policy will permit guests to bring Service Ani-

mals only. If you are bringing a Service Animal, please put a note in the Additional Information on Special Needs 

box when registering as well as inform The Mountain at www.themountainrlc.org or (828) 526-5838. 

If you bring a camera, please be sensitive and ask permission before taking any photographs. No photos should 

be posted on the Internet without specific permission of those pictured. Worship times are sacred, so we request 

that no photos be taken during that time. 

SALES: One of the goals of UUWomenspirit is to pursue, nurture, and affirm creativity. We believe one way this 

goal can be achieved is by providing the space and opportunity for women to show and sell their arts, crafts, and 

other items. If you are interested in selling your offerings at this event, please complete the online Agreement 

Form located on the event page on our website. The deadline for submitting the Sales Agreement is May 2, 2023. 

MASSAGE THERAPY / REIKI: If you are a licensed massage therapist or Reiki/alternative healing practitioner 

and would like to offer your services at this event, please contact the Sales and Activities coordinator at oneill.

maggie9@gmail.com. 

CANCELLATIONS: The Mountain cancellation policy: When cancellation notice is received more than 30 days 

prior to your arrival date, $60.00 may be retained for each canceling adult.

UUWomenspirit cancellation policy: When cancellation notice is received after the last day to register, $10 may 

be retained for each program (Institute or Gathering) canceled.

NO REFUND FOR NO-SHOW, OR FOR CANCELLATION NOTICE RECEIVED ON OR AFTER ARRIVAL 

DATE.


